General

- © next ~15 class problems set
- © still need QA
- TA of the week: Julian (w8), Elizabeth & Emanuele (w10)
  - Added responsibility of TA of the week: MITx lectures/slides QA
  - Light week on w8: Julian by himself should be fine
- Reminder to ask students who got >90/95 on midterm to be LA
- Coaches: remember to keep up with MITx
  - If you continue to not do MITx, you’ll be asked to submit fewer hours

Midterm

- Midterm 2 grading:
  - Already have two rooms
  - Staff needed: still need responses – Thomas tracks down UTAs, Maria tracks down LAs
- TAs look ahead to midterm 3 & 4 (especially if you haven’t done one already)
- OH
  - Thomas got this on Google calendar
  - Remember to keep track of attendance rate

5th week flag

- Coaches look over the freshman list & their grades (5th week flag only for freshman)
- No exact grade cutoff but look at their general performances in class/psets/midterm
- May use midterm 1 histogram as reference

Pset & Peer grading

- (New policy posted on piazza) If a student turn in pset after solution is posted, no credit. But it’s useful to still incorporate it into peer grading for more resource/feedback. Will give back 1/3 back. Can still get 7% grade.
- Try to encourage students who don’t do pset because it’s hard and they can still get 7% grade. Encourage to find collaborators to work with, piazza, OH, HKN tutors, etc. (But avoid teammate collaborators.)
- Remember to send out pset3 grading assignments if you haven’t already.
- Remember to prompt students to comment/grade if they haven’t yet.
- Remember to enter pset 2 (&3) grades after discussion.
- Post how your group’s peer grading went on the piazza post.